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FIZZY FUN WITH
ICELANDIC GLACIAL
Zero calories, zero sugar, carbon neutral and all at a festival
supporting a great cause - what more could you ask for?

Oh and it tastes sooo good!
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Icelandic Glacial are at the top of our super cool fizzy list.
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There was a fizzy frenzy in the ice studio and a refreshing citrus zing in the air.
This is all because Icelandic Glacial has perfected three new delicious additions to their sparkling
water range – Sicilian Lemon, Tahitian Lime and Elderflower.

The BarCode Festival
(https://barcodefestival.co.uk)
is an annual event in London
which raises money for a great
cause called GroceryAid.
It’s also the grocery industry’s
summer party, with headline
music acts, street food
vendors and bars.

Heaven sent for the hot summer
weather and perfectly timed for
a launch
Our client, Go2 Grocery, commissioned us
(on behalf of Icelandic Glacial) to create a bright
and beautiful 2.5m ice bar, which would be on
display at the Barcode Festival in London.
The thing we love the most (apart from the fizzy
refreshing taste) is that the new sparkling water
flavours are certified carbon neutral, are

zero calories and zero sugar.

Ethical, good
for you and
the planet…
and delicious.
So the ice team got
to work designing
the ice bar and
‘freezing-in’ all the
water bottles and
citrus fruits. Here’s
a pic to show the
freezing in process.

It takes time and lots of patience to do this, as you
must keep checking the position of whatever you
are freezing in to make sure it hasn’t slipped out
of place or fallen over – before it’s too late and
properly frozen in.

‘FROZEN-IN’ TIME
Working for RL Austen Jewellers
is a complete joy, as we get to
carve the most stunning and
totally unique ice sculptures
for their events. Last year, we
worked with them at Cowdray
House and this year their event
took place at The Kennels at
Goodwood. It’s the prestigious
central clubhouse for all the
sporting members across
Goodwood Estate.
As you can see RL Austen were
promoting two very iconic luxury
timepieces. The quality and
detail of the ice sculpture had
to be impeccable, to reflect not
only the heritage and values
of RL Austen, but the image of
Rolex and Tudor watches as well.
This is how the RL Austen sculpture
started out. Percy carved the
outline of The Kennels Clubhouse
at Goodwood into the ice block,
which served as the central
backdrop to the complete ice
sculpture. It added a lovely
personal touch, linking the ice
sculpture to the event location.

During the design and planning phase we get
asked all sorts of questions (which we are always
very happy to answer) and typically no two
projects are ever alike, so it keeps it interesting
and varied.

CHAINSAW
TRAINING

This time, we were asked if we could use Icelandic
Glacial water to freeze in to ice blocks to make the
bar. This is possible of course, but on a practical
level it would need thousands and thousands of
litres of water to make an ice bar this size.

Percy and the team always make sure their
ice carving skills are all up to date and that
our equipment is in tip top condition for
making perfect ice sculptures.

So our client would have needed to send us an
enormous amount of stock (and therefore waste
plastic and increased budget required for shipping
costs) for us to do this.
Instead they opted to go for the usual purified
water that we supply and freeze some of the
bottles into the ice instead.

Go to www.psdiceart.co.uk for more inspiration

Here they are at a recent session of chainsaw
training at our studio in Surrey. As you can
imagine it was very loud and we were glad
when it was finished!
Percy is available to book for live ice carvings
at events and parties. It adds style, drama and
huge impact, never failing to get everyone’s
attention once that motor starts up!
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DYNAMIC EARTH
EDINBURGH
Dynamic Earth is a top visitor attraction and leading
event venue in Edinburgh and we were so happy to
be there for such a happy occasion.

It’s a little further north than we
usually delivery we have to admit,
but the view and welcome when we arrived was
totally worth the long journey.

RHSC stands for Royal Hospital for Sick Children and
DCN means Department of Clinical Neurosciences.
These two incredibly important services have been
brought together in a brand new custom facility,
which has been designed and built by our friends
at Multiplex Construction (see last month’s issue for
the personalised ice bar we made for another of their
projects at Royal Albert Dock in London).
So what better way to celebrate the completion of
the vital new healthcare project than with an
intricately carved ice sculpture, with a snow filled
drawing depicting the new landmark facility?

If you’ve got an event, wedding or party coming up this year give us a call on 01342 835348 or
email enquiries@psdiceart.co.uk or visit www.psdiceart.co.uk.

What would you sculpt in ice?

